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LISTENING IN THE CONTENT AREAS

Dr. Elaine C. Stephens

Are you an administrator or reading
teacher who wants to implement a "reading
in the content areas" program in your
building or bring a spark of new life to the
program you already have? Are you a
classroom teacher who seeks to improve your
students' abilities to succeed in the content
areas? Are your students' study ski I ls less than
adequate? If the answer to any of these
questions is yes, then I recommend you
establish "listening in the content areas" as a
top priority.
Listening is central to all classroom
learning. Presenting information orally is still
the predominant instructional mode in most
content classrooms. It is estimated that
students are expected to spend 40 to 75
percent of their time listening, yet probably
retain only about 20 percent of what they
hear. In some classrooms where the textbook
is extremely difficult or even nonexistent, all
subject matter learning may be dependent
upon listening.
Listening is a learned skill. It is not the
same as hearing; one's listening abilities are
not genetically pre-determined. We Can
improve our students' abilities to acquire and
process information and ideas through
listening. Improving our students' skills in

listening can also have a beneficial impact on
their reading achievement. A listening
program which helps students acquire new
vocabulary, develop concepts, and improve
thinking skills will translate to improved
reading comprehension.
But are we actually teaching students to
listen in our content classes now? Generally,
the answer is not. We assume our students
already have the skills to listen but just don 't
use them. So we frequently admonish them to
"Pay Attention" and then bemoan the fact
that they seem to tune us out. We may
occasionally conduct a listening activity or
play a listening game, but what is needed is
systematic instruction designed to improve
listening skills while simultaneously acquiring
content knowledge.
An effective listening program in the
content areas is built upon three guiding
principles. First, we must increase our
students' awareness of the importance of
listening and help them assess their current
listening habits. Second, awareness must be
followed by providing students with specific
listening strategies and ample opportunities
to practice them in the content classroom.
Third, we must carefully examine our own
teaching procedures for ways in which we
can enhance listening through more effective
presentations.
One way to help students become aware
of the importance of listening in their classes
is to read two selections of comparable
difficulty to them followed by a short quiz on
each one. Read the first selection without
giving the students any listening aids such as
setting a purpose, pre-teaching vocabulary,
or identifying major points. Read the second
selection but use several appropriate
listening aids. The improved scores on the
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second quiz will have a dramatic impact on
the students ' perceptions of the value of good
listening strategies.
Another technique to increase student
awareness is to role play behaviors which
interfere with effective listening. They will
readily identify with the " Great Pretender, "
the "But it's dumb and boring!" response, and
the antics of the distracted listener. Using
these behaviors as a springboard, have
students develop guidelines for listening in
your class. Personalize these with
references unique to your room and post on
the bulletin board; i.e., "Listen Before You
Pour in Science 104. "
Content classrooms offer many
opportunities for teaching listening strategies
which aid students in learning subject matter.
Notetaking systems and listening guides are
excellent ways to teach students the value of
"actively responding" while listening. For
example, give students partially constructed
outlines to complete as they listen or a list of
statements to check-off as they hear them.
Develop an ~II-purpose listening guide
suitable for you content which helps students
identify important vocabulary and major
points as well as their personal questions and
reactions to the topic. Other activities include
providing students with charts, matrixes, time
lines, and maps to mark as they listen.
Notetaking systems and listening guides,
whether very simple activities or more
complex devices, are appropriate for all
grade levels. Their important attributes are
that they focus attention, provide structure
and organization, and demonstrate
techniques for recording, responding, and
remembering. If students are to be successful
with these strategies, however, it is essentia I
that the teacher model how to use them.
Sufficient practice is also necessary so that
these new listening behaviors replace old,
inappropriate habits.
Finally, we must assess our own teaching
behaviors to determine if they are conducive
to fostering good listening skills. Ask yourself
if you do the following 'when asking your
students to learn content through listening:
1. Do I set a purpose(s) for listening?
2. Do I set-teach important vocabulary and
concepts?
3. Do I have my students predict and
anticipate while listening?

Do I use visual aids?
Do I appeal to more than just the sense of
hearing?
6. Do I model and demonstrate listening
strategies?
7. Do I use examples which relate personally
to my students?
8. Do I give my students opportunities to
respond while listening?
Listening in the content areas is a
neglected concept which, once implemented,
will pay rich dividends for students and
teachers. Increased student participation and
achievement is almost guaranteed.Teachers
who may be hesitant to " teach reading" in
their content areas readily see the value of
teaching listening. Finally, a successful
listening program can open the door for a
content reading program.
5.
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